EXAM DON'TS

DON'T:

- Bring any unauthorised material into the exam
- Communicate with anyone other than the invigilator in the exam venue
- Open the question paper until you are told to do so
- Have any **electronic or smart devices that transmit or store data** around your desk, on your person, or in your pockets (Mobile phones must be switched off with any alarms disabled)
- Have anything written on your person or try to conceal notes on your person or inside any other material
- Enter the exam venue **30 minutes after the official start** of the exam
- Start writing in the answer booklet or start the exam until you are told to do so
- Bring a calculator that is not a University approved calculator into the venue
- Bring food or drinks into the exam venue. Water is permitted in clear bottles only
- Wear caps, hats or any other non-religious headwear and earplugs or earphones
- Attempt to look at any other candidates answer booklet or work
- Get up and **leave the exam venue without notifying an invigilator** and handing in your completed answer book/sheet
- Get up and move around the exam venue
- **Continue to write** after the exam has finished
- Take the exam question paper (unless permitted) or any used/unused answer books away from the venue